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IT’S A BEAUTIFUL
 ALIGNMENT OF PLANETARY ENERGY

ENCOURAGING YOU TO

infuse your projects 
with creative flow

expect a higher return
on your energetic/

emotional investments

develop perception/
intuition/ psychic abilities to make 

smarter choices
and create more time for yourself

approach goals with ease, 
more integrity 

and a belief in the
universe’s assistance

work from a place of
inspiration, not obligation 





NOV 2018 - MAY 2020



Releasing the lower energies 

of the sign the SN is transitting 

clears karma &

 outdated behavioural patterns.  

Once balance is found, 

a  new sense of mastery of the positive 

energies of the sign come to the fore,

and space is made to co-create.

Working with the qualities

of the sign the NN is transitting advances 

you along your soul journey.

You’re exposed to situations that bring 

awe and satisfaction. 

It’s a sense of destiny, 

a fated quest.



Fourth house of home, 
family, being at home with yourself,

the first things you learnt
emotional reactions

a sense of personal/emotional security

Ruled by the Moon



Tenth house of career and public 
image. How you show up in the world 

and the goals you strive toward. 
A steady strategic approach to 

achieving in the world, in order to 
create a feeling of security. 

Ruled by Saturn



You’ll be able to sense moods, 
identify emotions and be more 
comfortable sitting with them

By moving into your emotional/
psychic/water-y body, you’ll learn a 

new way to navigate time, 
and be more creative 

with the time you have

Trusting gut instincts/intuition 
when making moves brings about 

the most favourable results. 

You find a different flow
where grace and ease 

and a concious approach

succeed beyond intital intentions

Focus on the feeling you’d like to 

achieve, rather than the means of 

getting there

flipside



Moving away from pleasing others 

and over-committing and towards 

committing to keeping yourself 

happy and satisfied through your 

own intuition and inner power

A balance between striving to 

achieve goals and trusting that time 

is flowing in the direction you desire

Understanding that without a calm 

and centred mind, old patterns will 

repeat and delay your journey

You’re encouraged to move away 

from the idea that you need to work 

more to get further/more

Feeling your way through provides 

the answers you seek.





LIFE-LONG STRUCTURES 
ARE BEING CREATED/RE-BUILT

A matter of quality over quantity

Aligned intention and behaviour 
gets results and rewards 

Having trust and belief in yourself 
that you can create a new life for 

yourself, through your 
own power / beliefs





Look at old patterns,

priorities and commitments

and journey into your 

energetic ties with them

Are they outdated?

Are you getting what you 

deserve from the exchange?

What lesson do you need to

face and clear to 

let this pattern go?

Where are you hiding 

from your success?

Are you honouring 

the promises you made 

yourself?



Tap into your psychic potential

and travel somewhere you feel safe

Use your imagination

to ask for insights to your

creative projects

Learn where to apply more 

compassion in your life, finding 

peace as a result

Meditate on routes to your dreams 

which you can co-create with the 

universe

The longer you linger 

in the feeling, 

the faster you draw it to you.



Saturn rewards hard won lessons

repeated and mastered



being able to tap into 

subtle energies will 

create a new atmosphere

.

It’ll help you create 

authentic work

.

It will lead you to 

fulfilling experiences

.

It will save you

a lot of time/wasted effort



less forcing

more receiving



YOU CAN CREATE

A WHOLE NEW 

APPROACH TO WORK



the MOON RULES CANCER



The moon transits each sign

 for approx 2.2 days

Working with the qualities

 of the sign the moon is transiting 

can create a sense of flow +

establishes a fluid approach 

to established time /structures

assertion

belief in self

motivation

passion

creation

value + values

quality products/services

pride in self

practical application

strength and honour

intellectual 

seeing both sides 

communication

negociation

quick processing

self care

home

rest + relaxation

resonance

compassion

understanding



detail aspects

mind mapping

investigation/research

processing/processes

practical analysis

understanding complex feelings

investigative work

astral travel

deep healing

psychic insights

creativity

boldness

pride

sunlight

exuberance

child-like spirit

balance

harmony

common ground

mutual understanding

analysis 

objectivity

big scope

light-hearted

social

quick-start energy

free-spirited



receiving the strategy/

the investment information

review structures/grand plan

check integrity/life goals

serious approach to affairs

glimpses to the future

cosmic downloads

humanitarian/common good

for others, and self

weird, quirky ideas

unconditional love

openness

sensitivity

timelessness

understanding

compassion

Your personal natal moon 

plays a significant role too

It’s worth checking your chart

and looking into the qualities

of the sign and placement



with visions

sights

through physical witness

overlays

in your dreams

in other dimensions





is on a journey to 

re-frame your mindsets



JAN 6 - JAN 29

DATES ARE APPROXIMATE
TIME/ENERGY IS FLUID

29 JAN - 11 FEB

11 FEB - 17 APRIL

Mercury



Mercury travels to

 the last degree of Pisces

then Retrogrades 

back to 16 degrees

going over the same terrain

  to help you 

recalibrate your mind 

and create new patterns

with a stronger 

connection to spirit











Guided meditations during this 

time are optimum

You can release mental

 attachment to old wounds

.

.

find closure and release 

on beliefs which hinder your 

progress

.

.

establish communion 

with the universe 



This is an invitation

to create a safe and sacred 
space for yourself

to heal

to recharge

to experience compassion

These moments will help 

you see the big picture

and provide solutions 

to your problems



You’ll be able to look 

at your relationships

with empathy towards others

You can be a conduit for 

healing energy

Just make sure 

you’re not over-extending

yourself, and not getting your 

needs met.



You’ll  be surprised how

little is being asked of you.



is helping with this transition

creating breakthroughs

breaking up old ways of being

providing you with cosmic insights 

to take you further on your journey

opening up timelines 

so you can feel into the future





FINAL DEGREES OF ARIES TRANSIT
(2011 - MARCH 2019)

Your natural instincts 

are being upgraded

and finalised

(FOR NOW)

Your body is being upgraded

to a new frequency

New frequencies form

preparing new foundations 

We’re closing out a 7 year cycle 

dealing with major upgrades to our

 mission, our scope of the future and our 

personal role in that vision



The Uranus in Taurus transit

 lasts until 2026

We’re building new foundations,

based on our new values.

The landscape is changing, 

what we value, 

what we prioritise,

what brings us fulfillment

An overhaul of inner/personal values

and common values determine new ways of 

building

A mental shift about

quality/money

A heightened connection 

and respect for 

nature and the

 solutions she offers

FROM MARCH 7 



If you feel like you’re being 

swept away into confusion

Or feel pressure to perform

weighing down on you

or feel emotionally/energetically

depleted/exhausted

LIMITLESS

WITHOUT BORDERS 



Connect with nature

It will give you 

the colours you need to restore your 

adrenals

the scents you need to 

open your heart

the lifeforms you need

to learn the art of 

inspired movement

the patterns you need to

understand the flow of energy

the calm you need to

download the insights



Feel into these

parts of your body

Breathe into the area

See what comes up

Your body & 
the way you feel 

will tell you whether
 to move or not,

to go or not



make space

integrate

find calm 

breathe into it

discern patterns

listen to guidance

trust the messages

then move



It really is a matter of 

don’t try

.

.

.

.



You really can move 
time/energy

with your mind/energy

You can work outside
usual time structures







manage your energetic 
investments carefully



INSIGHT CITY

ENERGETIC SHIELD



We’re building
new structures, 

designing a new way of 
showing up in the world 

Practice compassion for 
yourself if you fall into old 

habits

Protect your energy and 
value what you can create 

with it

the power which helps you 
create



This is just the beginning

of the 19 month journey of 

the nodes

Develop trust

See what happens



You have so many

more abilities than you know









(also, there’s some links below)



Thank you for your support
in purchasing these pages

That was very cool of you. 



If you want to read more 
transit notes visit:

www.outerinner.space



Sometimes these blends get updated 
with more detail/shifted ideas

View the current version at
outerinner.space/versions

This version 3:33
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BLENDING THE ENERGIES 

IS THE GOAL


